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About This Game

Entre-Deux

At Medocorilia, a world invaded by zombies, a pregnant woman tries to survive, until she meets the elusive Entre-Deux. Now,
Elrica must gain their Trust to stay alive.

Dark Fairies and Cursed Queen

At Medocorilia, in an Alternate Reality where the zombie apocalypse never happened…
After his girlfriend broke up with him, Denis accidently freed the Cursed Queen and her evil Dark Fairies. He must stop them

somehow.

Witch and Seimoya

At Medocorilia, in an Alternate Reality where the zombie apocalypse never happened…
When Jesabel and her friend Manolita summoned a wicked with, they got to stop her. Maybe a Seimoya (spirit) could help?

Three stories…
All connected…

Entre-Deux: Cursed!
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Features

3 short stories, written in Ren’py, with choices and various endings.

8,305 words in total.

Full controller support and Steam achievements.

Works on Windows, Mac and Linux!

The default & original language of the game is French.
To toggle English, go to Préférences and select the English flag.
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Title: Entre-Deux: Cursed
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mia Blais-Côté
Publisher:
Mia Blais-Côté
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English,French
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A short and sweet review for potential buyers of the JU52.

Is it worth $25? The short answer is, no. Buy this on sale around April or December for 40-50% off. This is definitely a $10 buy
at best. Sometimes the website or steam will have other sale periods.

I enjoy flying the turtle of airplanes. This plane is painfully slow and only has one top mounted light machine gun for defense.
Another downside is that this plane only has a small handful of skins to choose in the customization. However I still greatly
enjoy it and it is fun flying with a squadron of JU52s in coordination. However the JU52 rarely has missions built for it in
multiplayer. This plane is for transporting cargo or paratroopers to an objective and dropping them off with the bomb release
key. That is the only purpose this plane serves outside of pure scenery observation. Now with that said, I greatly enjoy flying it
and it is currently the only transport plane in the entire game.

I recommend to only buy this on deep deep discount. The $25 price tag is far too high for how little you will actually be able to
use this plane outside of quick flights in single player.

I bought this for $12.50 on sale from the spring half off sale of April 2019.

Pictures -

Paint options, note that several of these are peace time paint schemes.
https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/CKn3yjR.jpg

Customization options
https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/Wyi6tJg.png. I got this hoping to play it at lan parties with my friends, but after playing bots a couple of
times I don't think I will. The idea for the game is great, but the execution really doesn't live up to that promise. The visual
design of the game is too busy, making it hard to see where you're shooting, where you're being shot from, and what's going on.
Even with the lava pits, which ought to be clear, it's hard to see where you can go safely and where will kill you.

I don't like the control mechanic either. It really needs the ability to shoot just by pointing with the right stick, without having to
press RT as well. I tried it with a Steam Controller, which is abysmal, and with an XBox 360 controller, which is less bad but
still pretty cumbersome.

All of these factors mean you never really get to the point of using the stealth mechanics, which just makes the game feel
simplistic and pointless. Overall, I'd say this is a great concept, but it feels more like a game jam game than a refined
commercial product.. Worms Crazy Golf is exactly what it says it is; the game features classic Worms characters, stages, audio,
unlockables and customisation in a crazy golf setting.
Instead of killing other worms (which you can still do in this game to create bunkers) your objective is to actually navigate the
courses using a variety of clubs and unlockable power-ups.
The difficulty level does increase quite rapidly around the 2nd course, but this averages out again once you unlock better power-
ups shortly afterwards.
IIRC, other than the graphical upgrade, the PC version is also slightly different (harder) than the mobile version as some of the
pars are lower.
A worthy standalone entry to the Worms franchise in my opinion.. When I first played this game (note: the exile verison, not
avernum or the remastered), I was quite young and due to one circumstance or another, I never got to play it in its entirety. Fast
forward to now, years on, I had long lost forgotten the title of the game and every so often I had remembered the interesting
isometric, turn-based game that had filled my childhood with wonders.

And then about a week ago, I found it. It was in my cart faster than you can say Avernum.

This game is clearly not a game about graphics. If you are big on story driven games, there's a chance you'll enjoy this one. The
controls aren't the most intuitive, and the game feels like it's from the 90s however in my opinion, that's just part of the charm.
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Though of course, I could be biased because I've been playing the game nonstop since I bought it a week ago.

For me, it's mostly the feeling of fulfilment and satisfaction I've gotten out of following the story, making some hard choices
(since there are a few to make - questing is quite intricate in some cases) and deciding what kind of path I want my characters to
take. You can choose a standard party of four - a warrior, dex class, healer and mage.. or you can be a badass and play with four
priests. In the end you can build your character however you like, which is something I really enjoyed playing around with.

It's a must play if you're into oldschool rpgs.
. dumb and dull. further, no mouse Y axis invert option!. Actually a really good puzzle game. Rather surprisingly good. These
guys know their puzzles. And their clickbait, but a dollar buys you a lot of rather good puzzles.. It's Jezzball, but more arcady
with power-ups and better music.
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Really not all that fun as I was expecting. Some of the decisions to make are too... I dunno. Campy? The dialogue too could do
with some work in generally. I feel like I could've written something better, had I the time, patience and general creative drive..
I've had a few tiny glitches but this is a really good rts space game to play. I like the character lvl up system and carrier
command style. Lots of ships, weapons and items and a huge map to explore. You can spend a lot of time on this game.. umm
after the first time i played it, it started crashing like crazy. it was fun while it lasted.. World War 3/3 so tactical. Your Troops
are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing blind and miss from 3 meters , the enemy troops are trained marksmen that can hit your
tanks from 10 kilometers . oh and also their tanks are made of steel while yours of paper . have fun getting your maus destroyed
by an m8 greyhound

Update 30 is live!:

Snipers, you can now download Update 30! Head into the heart of the Lotus Blossom and face the villainous Yao Wang in the
latest chapter!

Also included in the patch are several bug fixes and game optimizations.

Bug fixes & improvements
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 Fixed an issue where changing officers' privileges would make a notification pop-up appear at every launch;

 Fixed an issue where resurrecting the clan boss by 2 or more players at the same time locked the resurrect button in a
loading state;

 Fixed several text issues on FR language;

 Fixed an issue where the cash and XP displayed before a Mini Ops event were not the actual rewards you receive at the
end of mission;

 Fixed a display issue that was affecting Squad mates with multiple perks;

 Fixed several issues caused by Last Breath Gadgets;

 Fixed an issue that was causing daily rewards to give more gold than the vault capping.

  *Please note that everything listed in these patch notes are subject to change at any time. Please refer to your live game and in-
game announcements for the latest game statuses.  . Desert and Moscow available NOW!:

Lock and load Snipers!. Virtual now Live!:
Hello Snipers!

Update 21 comes with a new zone: Virtual

After a series of mainframe hacks, Cellstrike began storing our important intel within a complex virtual world, protected by an
AI security team. But last night, our AI was hacked by an unknown party, and our security team went haywire, attacking our
intel banks instead of protecting them. We're jacking you into this world to subdue the renegade AI, and find out who
orchestrated this glitch. To ensure instant reaction time, your entire physiology has linked to the network. So if you're killed
there, you'll stay dead. Try not to get deleted, OK?
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Bugfixes:

-The warlord gold collect gold and play PvP matches progress was not updated unless restarting
-Multishot ability fixes (the beholder affinity)
-Protector Squadmate improvements

Happy hunting, Snipers!. New Region available - Washington:

Hello Snipers!
We have a content update for you and more coming soon:

 GUARD WASHINGTON. South Pole Region Live!:

Hello Snipers!
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